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Summary

An attempt has been made toderive theF matrix ofthe reduced
normalequations In the mostgeneral set-upoffour dimensionaldesigns.
Some theorems pertaining toconnectedness have been estabUshed.
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Introduction

Pearce [6] has considered designs ofthe type 0:00; SSS. Such
designs find use when further setoftreatments are added toa
square design. He also has givenananalysis ofsuch desigris. Clarke
[3] has considered the analysis of a particular type of designs
eliminating three -way heterogeneity. The construction problem of
such four dimensional designs is tackled bypathofifl?!, Bose et al.
[21. Agrawaletal. [11. Paletal. [4]. Pal and Katyal [5] have considered
designs having multi - way heterogeneity. The F-matrix of the
reduced normal equations inthe analysis offour - factor d^i^ is
derived. The results giving treatmentconnectedness ofsuchdesigns
in four dimensional case is also discussed.

2. Model Under Three-Way Elimination ofHeterogeneity Set-up
Consider a four way design having v treatments arranged i^ b

rows, b' columns and b" symbols. Let Yyhik denote the yield
corresponding to the k-th observation in the j-th row. h-th column.
1-th symbol having i-th treatment.
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The linear additive model under the above four-way design
set-up is:

Yijhik = \i+ ai+ pj+ Yh+ 01+ Eijhik

where : the general effect,

ai: effect of i - th treatment; i = 1, 2, . . .,v,

Pj : effect ofj - th row ; j = 1, 2 b,

Yh : effect of h - th column; h = 1, 2 b',

01 : effect of 1 - th symbol; 1=1,2 b",

and Eijhu '̂s are error components which are i.i.d..N (0, a^). k can
assume at the most m-1 values, ifwe areconsidering this four -way
design as an m - ary design.

Let Mvxb . Nvxb'. Pvxb" be the treatment vs row, the treatment vs
column, the treatment vs symbol incidence matrices respectively.
And Rbxb't Sbxb". Ub' xb" be the row vs column, row vs s5rmbol and
column vs symbolincidence matrices respectively. Further, let

I=(Ti.T2 Tv)'; B=(B„B2 Bb)';

C = (Ci, C2 Cb-)' : D = (Dj, £>2, . . ., Db")' ;

Ov)': e=(Pi, p2 Pb)':

1= (Y1.Y2 Yb')': 0= (01, 02. . . .. 0b")':

I = (ri. r2 rv) and r® = diag (rj, rg rv)

k = (ki. ka kb) and k® = diag(ki, kg kb):

e = (ei. 62 eb') and e* = diag(ei, e2 Cb)

1= (fi- f2 fb") and f = diag(fj, f2 fb-)

and n. the tot^ number of experimental units.

Let J. denote a column vector with allelements unily.
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J the matrix of all ones of appropriate order,

and I the identity matrix.

Then M'i= k, N'i= e . P' 1=f. Mi = m = Pi = r.

The normEil equations are:

T=r(i + r*a + M£+ Nx+ P0

B=k(i+M'a+K®i+Ri+S0

C= e (1+ N' a+ R' £+ e®i+ U0

D= f (1+ P'a+ S' i +U' x+ f 0

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

After algebraicmanipulation weget the reduced normal equation to
estimate treatment effect as.

F a = Q (2.5)

Where,

F =

and

(r'- Mk^ M')- (P- Mk-' S) (f- S'k-^Sf (P'- S'k"^')'

- {(N- Mk^ R)- (P- Mk-* S)(^ - S'k"^)" (U'- S' k-^R)

(e®- R' k^ R) - (U - R' k"® S) (f* - S' k"® Sf (U' - S' k"' R)}°
(N'- R'k"® M')- (U'- R' k"® S)(f- S' k"® S)° (P'- S' k"^M') j"

(2.5a)

Q= [(T- Mk-® B) - (P - Mk-® S) (f® -S' k^ Sf(D- S' k"^ B)
-[{(N- Mk^ R) - (P- Mk-® S) (f -S'K^Sf (U' - S' k"^ R)
(e®- R' k^ R) - (U - S' k^ S) (f® - S' k^Sf (U' - S' k"^ R)
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(C-R' k^B)-(U-R' k"^ S) (f-S'k"*Sf (D-S'k"* ^

Let. F+ - (rr')= r* (I-M„)

I - Mo= r-*F +

(2.5b)

(2.6)

Mo = I - r-* F - - ( 1 r')
n'— (2.7)

3. Generalised Row Ck)lumn Designs

DEFINITION 3.1: Ageneralised row - column design ofo-thorder is
defined as a design in which the estimates ofrow effects ignoring
treatment effects are orthogonal to the estimates of column effects
ignoring treatment effects.

DEFINITION 3.2: Ageneralised row - column design offirst order is
a desi^ in which

(a) the estimates ofrow effects areorthogonal to the
estimates of column effects,

(b) the estimates ofrow effects areorthogonal to the
estimates of symbol effects and

(c) theestimates ofcolumn effects are orthogonal to
estimates of symbol effects.

Theother ways ofclassifications in conditions (a), (b) &(c) above
are ignored in each case.

A y we write the matrix equations parallel to (2.5) for estimating
. I and 0 i.e. we deal withequations ofthe type:

= Qi . F2 i = Qa . F3 0 = Q3

The equations of the type (2.6) are

F, +^(kk') =k»(I-Mo,) .
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F2+ ^(ee') =e'(I-Mo2) .

F3+ ^(ff) =1®(I-Mo3) .

where

Moi= I-k^ Fi- -^(ik').

Mo2= I-e^ Fa - "(ie')

and Mo3 =I-r® F3 - ^(if)
DEFINITION 3.3: Ageneralised row^column design offirst order is
said to be commutative, if,

Moi Moj = Moj (for i;^ j:i.j^ 1.2,3)

One can note that commutativity of these - matrices implies
occurrences of the same set of eigen vectors for Mqi, M02 & Mo3-

DEFINITION 3.4: A generalised row-column design of first order is
said to be orthogonal if,

Cov(ii)= Cov(i. 0) = Cov(x. 6) = 0

DEFINITION 3.5: Ageneralised row - columndesignoffirst order is
said to he treatment connected when all independent treatment
contrasts are estimable in the complete four - way design.

THEOREM 3.1: The conditions

R = -(ke').
n

S=-(kf) and U=:^(ef)
n n

are sufficient for obtaininga generalised row-column designoffirst
order.

Proof. Recalling the definition 3.2 let us consider the condition (a).
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namefy. the estimates ofrow effects are orthogonal to the estimates
ofcolumn effects ignoring other classifications (i.e. treatment and
symbol).

Now the reduced normal equations for estimation of row effects (£)
and column effects ) can be written as,

Qil remaining classification's being ignored.
& Fii= Qa '

where Fj. Fj. Qi. Qaare given by.

Fi = k'- Re^ R'.Fa - e»- R'k"^ R
.> -

= B- Re^ C .02 = C- R'k"* B

. In feet. Cov (Qi, Q2) = Cov (§_- Re"* C , C- R'k B)

=Cov(B. Cy- Cov (B. R'k-^ B)- Cov (R e-'C. ©+ Cov (Re-'C. R' k"^
=Ro^-k»k-^Ra^- Re-*e*a% Re^R'k^Ro®

By virtue ofcondition (a) (Eteflnition 3.2) mentioned above.

Cov (Q,. 02)= 0

Or Re"*R'k'*R= R

i.e. R8= e-'R'k"®

=> R°

Similarly. Starting fi:om the reduced normal equations for row effect
(^) and symbol effects (0) and solving as before, we get

S=^(kf)

and column effect ) and symbol effects (0) would ^ve.

U=-^(ef)
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THEOREM 3.2: A commutative generalised row - column design of
first order which is

(a) row treatment connected,

(b) column treatment connected,

and (c) symbol treatment connected,

may or may not be treatment connected. In fact, it could be
treatment disconnected.

Proof: For a commutative generalised row-column design of first
order, if a contrast of the effects of the different levels of the

treatmentfactor, namely, s'a with s'r= 0 andM,, s = s, where
1^0 is the efficiency factor, exists and the design is further row
treatment connected, column - treatment connected and symbol-
treatment connected, given by (a), (b) and (c) above, then we have

Moi s = |ii s , 0 £ Hi < 1 (3.6)

Mo2 S=H2S,0£tl2<l (3.7)

Mo3 s = H3S, Os ti3<l (3.8)

Where

Hi is the row - treatment efficiency factor,

(X2 is the column - treatment efficiency factor,

Hs is symbol - treatment efficiency factor.

Summing (3.6), (3.7) & (3.8) we have

( Mqi + Mo2 + Mqs ) S = ( M'l + 1^2 + 1^3 ) ®

Now it is not necessary that>0 = M'l + + Ms is always less than
unity. If Ho i® than unity, the commutative generalised
row-column design of first order is also treatment connected when
(a), (b) and (c) are true. Otherwise, even in case (Xq i® unity, the design
becomes treatment-disconnected.
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THEOREM 3.3: The conditions

R = M' r"® N (3.9)

S = M' r-®P (3.10)

& U = N' r-®P (3.11)

are sufficient for a generalised row-column design of first to be
orthogonal.

Proof. Premultiplying both sides of (2.1) byM' r"® and substracting
from (2.2), we get

B-M'r^T= (k'-M'r-'lVDi +CR-M'r-^Ny^+CS-M'r^ P)0
(3.12)

Now premultiplying bothsidesof(2.1) byN' r"® ^d subtractingfrom
(2.3), we get

C - N' r"® T=(R - N' r"® M) £ +(e®- N' r"^)(U- N' r"®?) 0
(3.13)

Now premultiplying both sides of (2.1) by P' r"* and substracting
from (2.4), we get

D - P' r"® T=(S'- P' r"* M) £ +(U'- P' r^)i+ (f- P' r-®P) 0
~ ~ (3.14)

Now applying the given conditions (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) to (3.12),
(3.13) and (3.14), we have

B- M' r"® T = (k® - M' r^ M) i

C - N' r"® T = (e® - N' r"® N) X

D - P' r^ T = (i® - P' r^ P) 0

Now Cov(B - M'r"^T , C-N'r"®!)

= Cov (B, C)- Cov (M' r"® T, C)- Cov (B, N' r"® T) +
Cov( M'r"^ T. N'r^ T )
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= Rc^- M'r-®Cov (T. Q- Cov (B. T) r-'N+ M' r-®Cov (T. Dr"® N

= Rc^- M r-^No'^ - M' r"® + M' r® r"® N

= (R-M'r^N)a^ = 0

Therefore, Cov (£.i) =0.

Similarly, we can show that

Cov(B-M'r"^T. D-P'r-®T)= (S-M'r"^ P) a®

Cov(£, 0) = 0

and Cov ( C- N' r"® T, D - P' r"® T ) = (U- N' r"® P) o^

Cov(1, 6 ) = 0 ,

Hence the theorem is proved.

THEOREM3.4: An orthogonal generalised row-column design offirst
order in always commutative.

Proof: A generalised row - column design of first order is orthogonal
when

(U R = M' r"® N , (ii) S = M' r"® P , (iii) U = N' r"^ P and further from
theorem 3.1,

(a)R= ~(ke').(b)S= ^(kf) ,(c) U=^ ("e f)
Therefore, corresponding F reduces to F*. where

F' = r® - Mr® M' - N e"® N' - P f^ P' + - ( r r')
n —

Now we can write

Mo = Moi + Mo2 + Mo3 , where

Moi = r"® M k"® M' - - ( 1 r' ) , .
n

Mo2 = r^Ne-®N' - - (1 r' ) ,
n
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Mo3 =r^Pf^P' - ^(i I')-

Now we have to show that Moi and Moj commute for fc" j, i, j = 1.2,
3, e.g. we showthat Moi M02 = M02 Moi:

L.H.S. = r"* M M' - - (11')

1-

r-'Ne^N'--(lr')
n

=r-^Mk- '̂r-^e- '̂- :^r') r"^ Ne'K- - r"^ Mk" '̂ ll')

(ii:)

R.H.S. = 'Ne"* N' -^ai' )| r"® M k"* M' - - (1 r')
n —

=r"^e"Vr"'Mk" '̂- (r"^ e"'N') ^r') -^Q,£•) (r"^k" '̂)

Comparingfirst terms on both the sides,

shice (Mk-%1') r"® (Ne" '̂) =(Ne^') r"® (Mk-®M')

arid similarly for second andthird terms, we see that LHS =RHS,

i.e. Moi Mo2 = Mo2 Mqi,

and similarly we can show that Mqi Mqs =Mo3 Moi. and M03 M02 =
Mo2 Mqs. i.e. an orthogonal generalised row-column design of first
order is always commutative.

THEOREM 3.5: An orthogonal generalised row - column design of
firstorderwhich is row- treatment, column - treatment and symbol
-treatment cormected is always treatment connected.

Proof: consider an orthogonal generalised row - column design of
first order.

We shall consider two exhaustive cases.
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Case - 1

Let a particular treatment effect contrast be estimated with
(fi2 " 0)<1 efficiency (. loss of information) from the matrix M02. we
have

(r-®Ne^ N'-^(ir'))s =1^2 s
(3.15)

Let and jig be loss ofinformation or efficiency, when the same
treatmenteffect contrast is estimated from Mq1and M03 respectively,

r"® M M' - - ( 1 r') S = (Xi s
(3.16)

and r-^ P e"® P' - - ( 1 r' ) s= Has
(3.17)

Premultiplying both sides of (3.15) by

and applying the condition that the design is orthogonal generalised
row - column design of first order, we have, '

r^Mk^M'- -(ir')

= M2

r-^ Mk"® Re^ N' - ^(1e' e^ N')

'i(r-Mk-kr')-l(Ir')
>

r^ Mk^ M' - - ( 1 r')
„ N /= 1^2

n

r"* Mk^ M' - ^ (X r')

n

r"* N k"^ N' - - ( 1 r' )
n — '
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r-^k-^^Ck eV N' 1 e' e-'N'
n

-r-®Mk-*kr'/n +;^r')

= ^2 r"® M k"* M' - - ( 1 r')
n —

iarv^ar')-iar').-iai') s (= os)

= ^2 M k^ M' - - ( 1 r')
n — (3.18)

ButR.H.S. by(3.18)isnis.

Hence ^^ = 0 if (ig 0-

Similarly, if we multiply both sides of (3.15) by

1 \r-8 p f>' _ —(r') and Proceeding as before, we camshowthat

|A3 = 0 if [ig;- 0.

But for orthogonal generalised row - column design of first order

|i = m + |i2 + M.3

and therefore, n = ^2 1 this case and the design is treatment
connected.

Similarly, we can show that ifa particular treatment effect contrast
be estimated with loss of information firom the matrix Mqi, then

Moi S* = Hi s* , then we can see that = 0, na = 0 for [ii < 1,
and when treatment effect contrast be estimated with loss of
information from the matrix Moa-

Case 2:

Let a particular treatment effect contrast be estimated with Hi =0,
H2= 0 and ^3 = 0 eflBciencies from the matrices Mqi. M02 and M03
respectively, then = fii + fig + M'S = 0 that is efficiency with respect
to Mq- namely [Aq = 0

Hence, any treatment effect - contrast estimable from each of row,
column and symbol classifications is always estimable fi-om the
whole design, Consequently, the desi^ remains coimected with
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respect to treatment. Hence the theorem.

Alternative Proof: For an orthogonal row-column design of first
order, let

Fi = r"" - Mk-^M'

Fo = r"® - Ne-^N'

F3 = r"® - pr'p'

Fi T-" Fa = (I- M k"® M' r"®) ( r® - N e"® N')

=r®-Ne-®N'- Mk^ M'+ ^ (rr') .

F, r-® Fa r"® F3= r® - Ne"* N'- Mk"® M' +- r-r'"*
n --

= r® - Ne"® N'- Mk"® M' +—(r r') - P r® P'
n

+Ne-®N' r"® Pf® P' +Mk"®M' r"®P r® P' - —(r r') (r"® PT® P')
n

It is e^y to check that each ofthe last three terms on the right is
equal^(rr')
Therefore,

Fi r® Fa r"® F3 = r"®- Mk"® M' - N e"® N' - P f® P' +- (r r')
n —

= F'

Now it can be shown that

(I- r"® P f ®P')

Fi+^fer') r^x Fa+ifeX) F3+^(rr') _-6

Thus when

Rank Fi = Rank Fa = Rank F3 = v - 1, then
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Rank F* = v-1 eind vice-versa.

Hence - the theorem is proved.
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